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philosophy altered with its proposals. On the political
side, the Labour wing, which agreed to work with the
Radicals for reform, began to base their policy on French
models. The National Union of the Working Classes,
which was primarily a political not an economic organiza-
tion, declared in 1831 for the revolutionary creed, and
attributed the crimes and misfortunes of the world to
contempt for the rights of man. It was from the
pioneers of this body that Chartism sprang, and the
principles of the Charter, which could perfectly well
have been argued out in terms of Utility, were usually
stated according to the gospel of Rousseau. This was
only natural, partly because the Benthamite creed had
now become distinctively an attribute of the Liberal
Right Wing, i.e. of the wealthier Whigs, whose ambition
was freedom of contract and of trade, partly because
advanced democrats are almost inevitably doctrinaire.
As they see the practical man, even though he may
profess an ardent belief in the greatest good of the
greatest number, slipping ever more into conservatism,
they easily become contemptuous of arguments from
present experience and appeal with a gesture to the
ready postulates of Natural Law. From the point of
view of the agitator it is far more profitable to rouse an
audience by the argument that they have been robbed
of rights which once were theirs, than to demonstrate,
however logically, that the politics of reform, or even of
revolution, are likely to create the maximum of pleasure.
The idea animating Chartism was in reality the idea
that had animated the peasant revolts of the Middle
Ages, the faith in the lost but blessed state of nature, and
the wrath against those who had destroyed it. * When
Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the gentle-
man ? * The rhyme is as telling against the absentee
shareholder in a cotton null as against the encloser of

